
 

 

 
 
 
 

NEWS RELEASE 
 
Monday 17 April 2023 
 

Heritage Crafts awards seven more grants to help 
save endangered crafts from extinction 
 
A coppersmith, a Highland thatcher and a trainee sailmaker are among the 
recipients of a new round of grants to help safeguard some of UK’s most 
endangered craft skills. 
 
Heritage Crafts has awarded the grants through its Endangered Crafts 
Fund, which was launched in 2019 to increase the likelihood of at-risk craft 
skills surviving into the next generation. Five of this round’s grants are 
funded by The Radcliffe Trust and were selected with special consideration 
of the impact of the energy crisis on our most vulnerable crafts. 
 
In 2021 Heritage Crafts published the third edition of its groundbreaking 
Red List of Endangered Crafts, the first research of its kind to rank the 
UK’s traditional crafts by the likelihood that they will survive into the next 
generation. The report assessed 244 crafts to ascertain those which are at 
greatest risk of disappearing, of which four were classified as extinct, 74 as 
‘endangered’ and a further 56 as ‘critically endangered’. A new edition will 
be published on 11 May 2023. 
 
The seven successful recipients are: 
 

 Scot AnSgeulaiche from Perthshire, to train an apprentice in the 
craft of Highlands and Islands thatching and encourage the use of 
locally-grown thatching materials. 

 Birgit Frietman and Robyn Smith from London, to set up a hub for 
horn working in London and reduce their carbon footprint by 
completing more processes in-house. 

 James Slaven from Glasgow, to train in sailmaking with Mark Shiner 
and set up a workshop at the GalGael Trust making and repairing 
sails and repurposing old sailcloth.   

 Steve Hogarth from Derbyshire, to add the skills of leadworking and 
flint masonry to his steeplejack business, maintaining the usefulness 
of traditional buildings without the impact of scaffolding. 



 

 

 Samantha Dennis from Shetland, to catalogue and replicate historical 
coiled baskets of Shetland and create a market for small crofters to 
sell locally-grown oat straw. 

 John Wills from Northamptonshire, to set up a tinsmithing and 
coppersmithing workshop that will also provide teaching, using 
renewable charcoal to heat the traditional soldering coppers. 

 Nicholas Konradsen from Lincolnshire, to research and make 
Lincolnshire bagpipes in a new workshop with more energy-efficient 
equipment. 

 
These seven projects follow 50 others awarded in previous rounds, covering 
endangered crafts such as clockmaking, tinsmithing, kiltmaking and many 
more. Along with The Radcliffe Trust, which has been the major funder in 
this round, other funders have included The Sussex Heritage Trust, The 
Pilgrim Trust, The Dulverton Trust, The Swire Charitable Trust and others, 
as well as individuals who have donated sums from £5 right up to several 
thousands of pounds. 
 
As usual the fund was oversubscribed, and Heritage Crafts hopes to work 
with many of the unsuccessful candidates to identify other funding and 
support opportunities. 
 
Mary Lewis, Heritage Crafts Endangered Crafts Manager, said: 

“The current energy crisis means that our craft skills are at more risk 
than ever before. We are delighted to be working in partnership with 
the Radcliffe Trust and other funders to address the specific 
challenges being faced by endangered crafts practitioners at this 
time.” 

 
For more information about the Endangered Crafts Fund, email Heritage 
Crafts Endangered Crafts Manager Mary Lewis at 
mary@heritagecrafts.org.uk.  
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Contacts: 
 

 For press information and photographs, contact Daniel Carpenter, 
Executive Director – daniel@heritagecrafts.org.uk.  

 For information about the Endangered Crafts Fund, contact Mary 
Lewis, Endangered Crafts Manager – mary@heritagecrafts.org.uk.  
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About Heritage Crafts  
 
Founded in 2009, the Heritage Crafts is a Charitable Incorporated 
Organisation (CIO) registered as the ‘Heritage Crafts Association’, the 
advocacy body for traditional heritage crafts. Working in partnership with 
government and key agencies, it provides a focus for craftspeople, groups, 
societies and guilds, as well as individuals who care about the loss of 
traditional crafts skills, and works towards a healthy and sustainable 
framework for the future. Its aim is to support and promote heritage crafts 
as a fundamental part of our living heritage.  
 
www.heritagecrafts.org.uk  
 
 
About the Radcliffe Trust 
 
The Radcliffe Trust supports the development of the skills, knowledge and 
experience that underpin the UK’s cultural heritage and crafts sectors. This 
includes support for emerging craftspeople of high quality, craft and 
conservation projects and training, projects demonstrating creative 
outcomes by designer-makers, projects with potential for capacity building 
within the sector, and some special needs projects focusing on the 
therapeutic benefits of skills development. 
 
www.theradcliffetrust.org  
 
 
About the Red List of Endangered Crafts 
 
The Red List of Endangered Crafts, created by Heritage Crafts, was the first 
to rank traditional crafts in the UK by the likelihood they would survive the 
next generation. The 2021 edition of the Red List, funded by the Pilgrim 
Trust, assessed 244 crafts to identify those which are at greatest risk of 
disappearing, of which four have been classified as extinct, 56 as critically 
endangered, 74 as endangered and 110 as currently viable. 
 
The Red List shows that the craft knowledge, skills and practices that form 
an important part of our shared cultural heritage are – for a number of 
reasons – at risk of being lost. Heritage Crafts believes that these cultural 
assets are as important as unique heritage buildings and ancient beautiful 
landscapes and could provide future generations with fantastic 
opportunities to enrich their lives and the lives of others.  
 
http://redlist.heritagecrafts.org.uk  


